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UMSL plans Marillacdedication ' 
Made Casey with the purchase, saying, "The bers. o~ the UMSL P~ent's Interim University of Missouri . area. 
, ceremony is really a commemor· ~SSOClation. The ~o~r will not President James C. Olson and The 24 mayors from mUDlCI-
With a number of rellc;ons for ative occasion. It's not often that mc~ude the Provm~lal House, Van Williams will accept the palities surrounding UMSL have 
celebrating, UMSL is pfannKig a university gets an addithr. whIch has been reta~ed by the plaque from Sister Mary John been invited as have St. Louis 
the Marillac dedication cere- right next door. We' re very for- D~ughters of Char:rty .of St. Lindner as representatives of the Mayor John H. Poelker, St. 
mony for Sunday, September 12, tunate. We now have t:nough Vmcent DePa~1. .ThlS will also administration and Board of Louis County Supervisor Gene 
in the library of the newly ac- land to last for the foreseeable mark the begtnnmg of ~. f~e~ Curators, respectively. McNary and City Comptroller 
quired property at 7800 Natural future. " band concert by the MIDI In an effort to involve total John Bass. Members of the 
Bridge Rd. The dedication ceremony, a Mizzou." The band consist.s of community participation, several Higher Education Coordinating 
Coinciding with the dedication celebration and tribute to those 40 performers from the Umver- area and state leaders have been Council and the St. Louis Board 
is the extensive move presently involved in the acquisition of the sity of Missouri-Columbia. invited to the event. - of Higher Education are also 
being made hy the School of Marillac property, almost co- The f?rm~l dedication cer~- Governor Christopher S. expected, along with represent-
Education to the new campus. incides with the date of UMSL's mony WIll Include a symbohc ·Bond, State Senators William J . atives of Normandy schools. 
As Chancellor Arnold B. Grob- original ground-breaking cere- transfer of prope~ from the Cason and Robert C. Young, and Ward Barnes, a former super-
man has noted, " It's nice that a mony of September IS, 1963. Daughters ~~ Ch~nty to UMSL. State Representatives Richard J. intendent of the Normandy 
campus originally used for edu- Although the ceremony will It reads, Dedl~ated ~o th.e Rabbitt and James (Jay) Russell school district and one of a 
cational purposes will continue not get underway until 4 pm, people of th~ ~atlOn , MI~s.oun , are· expected, in addition to committee of 28 persons reo. 
to be dedicated to education. " tours of the eight buildings will and. St. Lo~ls In the SP1r:rt of representatives and senators sponsible for the bond issue for 
Grobman is obviously pleased begin at 1:30, directed by mem- pubhc. se~lce through higher from the St. Louis metropolitan acqutrlng the property upon 
Thomas goingedUclo KWIT i~f%;~~oi;~;n£:::~~ 
- Students, factVty and staff are 
Thomas Taacblnger t ti' cordially invited by the Chancel· 
Robert Thomas, director of 
KWMU since its inception in 
1971 , has announced his resig-
nation effective September 17. 
He will become the director of 
radio station KWIT on the 
. campus of Western Iowa Tech in 
Sioux City, Iowa, on September 
20. 
"The main reason I' m leaving 
KWMU," Thomas said, " is the 
opportunity for a larger salary, 
operating budget, and staff. But 
I also enjoy the challenge of 
building a radio station from the 
ground up. 
"KWIT does not yet exist and 
it will have to be determined 
what type of programming best 
fulfills the needs of the com-
munity . I anticipate that at least 
some of the programming will 
be devoted to fine arts and 
classical music. 
"Essentially I'll perform the 
same function in Iowa as I did 
five years ago when I came to 
UMSL and started KWMU," 
Thomas said. "In fact , KWIT 
will be the third station I've 
·created." KWIT, like KWMU 
will be a 100,000 watt, FM 
stereo s a on. 
"I'm pleased that I've accom-
plished what the university 
wanted at KWMU," he conti-
nued. "KWMU does not have a 
mass audience but it was never 
intended to. Most commercial 
stations cannot program ~e arts 
and classical music because it's 
. not profitable. As the cultural 
and educational arm of UMSL, 
KWMU gets the university' s 
message across to the com-
munity and provides 'an alterna-
tive to commercial program-
ming." 
KWMU has nine full-time and 
three part-time professional em-
ployees besides six part-time 
student workers. There are ap-
proximately forty persons on the 
student staff, who operate the 
station Saturday, Sunday, and 
Monday in the early morning 
hours. 
KWMU has a relatively small 
but dedicated group of listeners. 
According to Thomas, one sur-
vey estimated that 32,000 people 
listen regularly to the station. 
KWMU's listeners have also 
b~en generous with contribu-
tions, which have been an im-
(contlaued on page 3] 
P~CKlNG UP: Robert Thomas, general manager of KWMU, 
prepues for bls move to Western Iowa Tech., Ia Sloo:x City, Iowa. 
[Photo by Romondo Davis] 
MacKinney aims for program development 
Tom Wolf 
With goals of extensive pro-
gram development, Arthur L. 
MacKinney has assumed the 
. position of Vice Chancellor for 
Academic Affairs. 
MacKinney was selected by a 
search committee last spring. 
The committee was headed by 
Dean of Student Affairs, Conney 
Kimbo. 
The appointment of MacKin-
ney last spring completes the 
reorganization of the campus . 
hierarchy proposed by Chancel-
lor Arnold B. Grobman. The 
reorganization consisted of cre-
ating vice-chancellor posts for 
Administrative Affairs, Com-
munity Affairs and Academic 
Affairs. 
Serving previouslv as Dean of 
Arts and Sciences at Wright 
University, Mac Kinney stressed 
that program development was 
"the single most important thing 
to work on. " He said that, • 'Op-
tometry is an example of a 
needed program. " 
The job of the University of 
Missouri " is to meet the needs 
of St. Louisans at minimal 
costs," believes MacKinney. 
MacKinney was impressed by 
CHANGES AND MORE CHANGES: Students flnd the Multl.Purpose gym Door one . of the few 
plaees available to rearrange their schedules dorlng petitioning on Friday, Aug. 27. [Photo by 
Romondo Davis] . 
the warmth of the people at 
UMSL. " I'm going to learn the 
ropes before I do anything, 
though," said MacKinney. "I 
want to get acquainted with 
students, faculty and staff first . " 
Touching on subjects concern-
ing academic affairs, MacKinney 
stated that the job market is a 
cyclical thing. Commenting on 
recent trends showing employers 
seeking graduates with a busi-
ne.ss background. MacKinney 
believes that the · market will go 
back and forth in the long run. 
" I'm personally not offended 
by programs that proIpote jobs, " 
says MacKinney, "but "I believe 
students should be free to 
choose a field regardless of the 
job market." 
On the foreign language re-
quirement, he stated that "aca-
demic decisions are faculty de-
cisions and should be decided 
upon by the faculty." 
In general, MacKinney said 
he took a "fairly liberal" stand 
on academic requirements . "I 
lean toward minimum ~eguire­
ments and maximum freedom 
with the student getting the best 
. advice possible." 
Among his many duties, the 
new vice-chancellor will be help-
(contlaued on page 2] 
lor as well . 
Brief messages of appreciation 
from students, alumni , parents , 
faculty and staff will be included 
in the dedication ceremony. 
Tours will resume after the 
dedication ceremony, expected 
to end about 5:30 pm. 
Classe move 
to Marillac 
Education students will fin d 
themselves in new surroundings 
with the start of the fa ll sem-
ester. The School of Education, 
along with other offices and 
organizations, are in the process 
of moving to the University of 
Missouri-St. Louis-Marillac cam-
pus. 
In addition to the School of 
Education, the School ' s library 
and offices will be relocated . 
According to Chancellor Arnold 
B. Grobman, "The faculty will 
be commuting from the UMSL 
campus to the Marillac campus 
because, as of now, Marillac has 
no air-conditioning." 
The move by the School of 
Education will free space 
amounting to 51 offices in the 
Social Sciences, Business and 
Education Building. The gym-
nasium in the Marillac adminis-
tration building will be used for 
training elementary physical 
education teachers. The Univer-
sity Child Care Center is also to 
be moved from its present 
off-campus location to space on 
the .Marillac campus. 
Project UNITED-Special Ser-
vices will relocate into the 
former House of Prayer, tem-
porarily being called the Office 
Center. 
Biology teaching assistants 
will move from Stadler to Benton 
Hall. However, biology labs will 
be transferred to the Marillac 
Campus. Dean Driemeier, acting 
chairperson of the Business 
School and chairperson of the 
Space Committee, stated, " The 
teaching assistants are really 
housed in the Psychology de-
partment's space. Vacated space 
in Stadler Hall will be sub-
divided between the two depart-
ments for expansion purposes." . 
Last on the list of principal 
moves is th~dditional space 
being allocated. to student act-
ivities. Grobman will authorize 
Conney M. Kimbo, Dean o( 
Student Affairs, to reassign 
space as needed for student 
activities and organizations in 
[contlaued on page 2] 
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LSAT nears 
Pre-law seniors are urged to 
pick up Law-SAT registration 
forms at 598 Lucas (the AOJ 
office). Since. the deadline for 
filing these forms in Princeton, 
New Jersey. is Thursday, Sep-
tember 9, immediate action is 
necessary. The exam is sche-
duled for October 9. . 
Students who took this exam 
in July must complete a new 
LSDAS (involving the transcript) 
since all p~evious records except 
the L-SAT exam will come in 
December, during the UMSL 
final examination period. Scores 
for tests taken during 1977 
normally arrive at law schools 








SWEEI' SURRENDER: Students~fuU of excitement and reluctance, populate the campus with the 
beginning of faU semester. [photo by Eric Nelson] 
Students desiring assistance of 
any kind, including preparation 
for the Law-SAT examination 
and exam registration forms , 
should contact Harry G. Mell-
man, pre-law advisor, in 534 
Lucas (Phone: 5591). The pre-
law office also offers law school 
catalogues from throughout the 
country, information on Bar as-
sociation approved para-legal 





Space assignme-nts continue ••• than men 
who do 
___ smoke· 
(continued from page IJ Plans being made for vacated Now l~ated in Stadler Hall, the 
space on UMSL's campus are center s move woulQ o~en more MacKinney named the Office Center. Organizations 
displaced from the old Adminis· 
tration Building will be given 
highest priority in space reas· 
signments, according to Kimbo. 
tentative and subject to change. space the.re for othe~ sCl~nces. 
Both relocation and expansion Acco,rdmg to . Dnemeler, the 
considerations are underway for Center s. expansion would prove 
the Counseling Service Center. worthwhile .to t!te Ps~chology 
. -department m filling thetr needs 
[continued from page 1] 
.Extension aids business 
to establish a clinic in ·conjunc· 
tion with its Ph.D. program. 
Engineering studies are being 
made for the feasibility of hold-
ing music classes in the Blue 
Metal Building. The Music de-
partment presently occupies 
rooms in Clark Hall, Lucas Hall 
and the Multi-Purpose building. 
ing professors design new 
courses. He will also be involved 
in coordinating activities Univer-
sity-wide and feeding infor-
mation to deans on various 
SUbjects. 
If you want someone 
to help you stop smoking 
cigarettes. contact your 
American Cancer Society. 
Several business ~eminars and 
short courses for executives, 
managers , and buyers will be 
offered this fall by Continuing 
Education-Extension. 
A seminar named "Production 
Planning, Scheduling and Inven-
tory Control" will be held Oct. 6 
to 8. Thomas Vollman and 
William L. Berry, professors ot 
business admlnistration at In- , 
diana University, will help con-
duct the program. 
" Effective Management and 
Leadership Skills for the Middle 
Manager" is scheduled for the 
same date. A team of UMSL 
business faculty will lead ses-
sions on communications, re-
source management, group co-
ordination, and plans and goals. 
"Management for Women 
Only" is scheduled for Oct. 19 
to 21 at UMSL. Topics include 
transactional analysis, time 
management, motivation, hand-
ling conflicts, setting goals, and 
communications. 
More information on UMSL 
October programs may be ob-
tained from the Continuing 
Education-Extension office at 
453-5961. 
News in Brief ••. -----1 
Offers energy 
course 
An interdisciplinary course on 
e nergy (~hysics 190 or Chemis-
ry 190) is being offered in the 
,::"a11 semester 'at 9:30 am TIH 
'or three units of credit. The 
goal of this course is to give 
, tudents the opportunity to do 
in-depth, faculty-assisted re-
search investigation into various 
aspects of energy production, 
conversion use, environmental 
impact, and policy determina-
tion. The faculty will give a 
number of introductory lectures 
and then will act as research 
advisers for the various student 
investigations. . 
There is an important mistake 
in the catalogue description of 
this course. At present, this 
course does not meet the natural 
science and mathematics re-
quirement but we hope to 
change this shortly. For further 
information about this course, 
please contact Bernard Feldman 
of the Physics Department. 
(5931). 
Party and dance 
Student Activities, in cooper-
ation with the Central Council, 
will sponsor a back-to-school 
swim and dance party, for all 
UMSL students on Friday, Sept. 
3, with swimming from 6 pm to 
8 pm, followed by a dance from 
8 pm to midnight. Music will be 
provided by Swan in the Univer-
sity Center Patio. There will be 
no admission charge. The party 
will provide an opportunity for 
students to become acquainted 
with new friends and re-
acquainted with old ones. 
Car pool requests 
Car pool information has been 
sent to those who requested it, 
and whose addresses and phone 
numbers were correctly filed 
with the Computer Center. Stu· 
dents who did not receive this 
information, or did not previous-
ly request car pool information, 
may contact the Student Activi-
ties Office in room 262 of 
University Center for assistance 
in forming a car pool. 
Administration 
building guide 
New Administration Building 
Department Room Number 
Admissions 101 
Student Health 127 
Registration (Glen Allen) 232 
Cashiers 207 
Financial Aid 209 
Student Loan 216 
Payroll 222 
Dean of Students 301 
Career Planning 
and Placement 308 
Office of Finance 
and Accounting 324 
Graduate School 341 
Research 341 
Veterans Affairs 346 
Chancellor 401 
Vice-Chancellor for 
Academic Affairs 401 
Vice-Chancellor for 
Administrative Services 414 
Office of Development 421 
Alumni Activities 421 
Office of 
Public Information 426 
Vice-Chancellor for 
Community Affairs 440 
I MacKinney is also involved in 
the plans that are being made 
for Basic Colle~e. 
Also included in the consi-
derations is the move of the 
Black Culture room from its old 
Administration Building quarters 
to the present Fun Palace lounge 
MacKinney had previously 
taught psychology at Iowa State 
University before moving on to 
W,right. He is a graduate of 
William Jewell College outside 
of Kansas City and received his 
Ph.D. in organizational psychol-




'Thi!> lal·t takt'n Imm a n'sl'an'h 
stud\" is hasl'd tin tht' ~mtlkt'l' 
wh.; at al{(' t') sll1t1kt's aiM HIt 
a pa('k anll a half til 
!"i)!,u·t'lt('s a da~·. 
area. 
ANNOUNCING 
University Food Service at Marillac ... 
beginning Monday, August 30 
9 am to 7 pm Mon. to Thur. 
9 am to 4 pm Friday 
Location: 
Serving: 
Education ·Office BUilding, 
lower level, west 
hamburgers, hot dogs, roast beef, 
fr~nch fries, soda, potatoe chips, 
DoUy Madison pastries, etc. 
~G£l OUR Of HER f: 
«.0 Fun Palace ~C 
University Center Cafeteria q? 
Multi .. Purpose Concessions ~ 
University Center Snack Bar tP 
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KWMU student staff anxious for new director 
(w;dIIl ..... - ~".R 
portant supplement to the sta-
tion's budget. Thomas is re-
sponsible for organizing Studi( 
Set, the first off campus sup-
porting group of UMSL. 
Comnienttng upon the open 
secret that relations between the 
student staff and the profession-
al employees are less than 
harmonious, Thomas said, "The 
students want a more contem-
porary type of programmin.B but-
Kwiofli -was never intended to 
be a student-run station. Per-
haps the problem could be 
solved if the students were 
granted their own separate, low-
wattage-station. Then they could 
play rock music or anything else 
and KWMU could continue to 
stress fine arts and classical 
music. 
"I must emphasize that I'm 
parting on excellent terms with 
the administration," he said. 
"I've been here five years under 
five chancellors and I've never 
stayed anywhere else that long. 
People tend to move around 
quite a bit in the broadcast 
industry. The support for the 
university radio stations at the 
THE PARTY'S 
OVER 
All too often, when the party 
ends, the trouble begins. 
If someone gets too drunk to 
drive, drive him yourself. Or call a 
cab. Or offer to let him sleep over. 
other three U.M. campuses is 
outstanding but here it's fan-
tastic. I've never seen a uni-
versity administration support a 
campus radio station as wel1 as 
U~SL's has." 
Everett Walters, Vice-Chan-
cellor for Community Affairs, 
will select a replacement for 
Thomas. "He was a superb 
Director and was responsible for 
malting the station what It is 
today. 1 will name an acting 
Director and :1 search committee 
wiU be appointed to recommend 
a permanent replacement." 
The committee will conduct a 
search nationaUy and within the 
U.M. system. In addition, letters 
will be sent to similar public and 
campus radio stations to adver-
tise the position. "It will prob-
ably be at least a month and a 
half until the new director is 
named," said Walters. 
Terry Cavin, the former gen-
p.ral manager of the student 
.. staff said, "The student stat! 
realizes that the intended pur-
pose of KWMU is to provide 
fine arts and classical music 
programming. However, we 
would liIte more involvement 
with the station, perhaps ·20" 
hours m addition to the 20 we 
already program. This additional 
air-time would not necessarily 
have to be rock music. We could 
conduct a phone-in discussion 
program, interviews with local 
personalities, or initiate cover-
age of UMSL sports. 
"A separate stations for stu-
dents would be ideal," Cavin 
continued, "but it must be 
realized that this won't happen 
for at least a year or two, if at 
all. In the meantime, the stu-
dents should receive more air 
time. We would also liIte the 
new director to become a mem-
ber of the faculty so that he or 
she might better understand the 
concerns of the students." People who shouldn't be 
doing anything more active than 
going to sleep are driving a car. 
Speeding and weaving their way 
to death. 
Maybe your friend won't be 
feeling so good on the morning after. 
but you're going to feel terrific. .Hicks violates lobbying laws 
Before any of your friends 
drive home from your party, make 
--
sure they aren't drunk. r--- ------------ ---, 
Don't be fooled because they I ~~~4~RIVER, DEPT. Y B-1 : 
drank only beer or wine. Beer and : ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 20852 I 
wine can be just as intoxicating as I I want to keep my friends alive t 
mixed drinks. I for the next party. I 
I Tell me what else I can do. I And don't kid yourself . I I 
because they may have had some I MynameiL .. -_.- - I 
black coffee. Black coffee can't I Address - - . . . . I 
I c· s z· I 
sober them up well enough to drive. L ~t!:. ~-_-~ ___ ...2a~ __ ..:. - -....:: ~7 _ J 
FRIENDS DON'T UT FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK. 0 
Cart Paul 
A University of Missouri; 
Columbia junior charged with 
violating Missouri lobbying laws-. 
has pleaded guilty of failing to 
file necessary reports of his 
lobbying expenditures and ac-
tivities. 
JohDllthan Hicks, who was un-
aware that reports were required 
by law, has been placed under a 
two-year ban from lobbying. · 
Follpwing his trial by Cole 
County . Magistrate Randall 
Waltz, Hicks' fine, a maximum 
or 51,000, was suspended. 
Hicks had been acting as a 
lobbyist for the Associated Stu-
dents of the University of Mis-
souri. His work focused on an 
attempt to establish a state 
library depository system, simi-
lar ·to the federal depository 
housed in the UMSL Thomas 
Jefferson library. 
As a political science major, 
Hicks lobbied for academic cre-
dit. His job differed from that of 
a professional lobbyist in that he 
was unpaid. Nonetheless, his 
actions were still regulated by 
state law. 
Hicks maintains that he was 
fairly treated by the Court, but 
feels his case has been given too 
much coverage by the press, 
including the St. "Louis Post-
Dispatch and Globe-Democrat. 
___________________ PHONE: .~ __________________ _ 
YERR·RT UmSl 
commlttee( s) you are interested I'n. 
--ADmiNISTRATIVE: In· chQrge of elections Qnd council rules 
--COURSE EVALUA1ION: In chQrge of' eVQIYQtion of courses 
.,..._ CU'RRIC ULUm : In chQrge of investlgQtlng Qnd proposing curriculum ch Qnges 
GRIEVA NCE: hQndles stude nt ·g rlevQnces . 
PUBLICITY: Publicizes council events. runs centrQI council new s 
--UNIVERSITY CENTER ADVISORY BOARD 
-- PROGRAm BOARD 
--STUDENT ACTIVITIES BUDGET ·commiTTEE 
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Education: who 'should pay 
Once again the Board of Cutators has 
decided to raise incidental fees, this time by 
, $30 per semester for full -time students. 
Despite university arguments that the in-
crease was needed to offset inflation, last 
year's Student Body President Randy Klock 
spoke C'ut against the increase, ' stating that 
cuts in the university budget could be made 
to forestall the rise. 
No doubt Klock was expressing the opinion 
of a large segment of the student population 
by opposing any increase. Such increases in 
fees tend to price some people out of the 
educational market, leaving open the 
question of who should pay for· higher 
education. 
Klock and the current president, Curt 
Watts , in a forum last spring on the 
increases, expressed the view that fat in the 
budget could be cut out. In an era of 
suspicion of big burueaucratic systems the 
idea holds popular appeal. HO'Yever, the 
university position appears just as compel-
ling, stating that there is no waste to trim. 
Such cuts, they maintain, would reduce the 
quality of education by reducing the univer-
sity's ability to compete for quality faculty 
and staff. 
The solution which both sides bring to the 
argument is that the state or federal 
government should bear the costs, rather 
than the · students. This would mean an 
increase in general taxes. Students, who 
usually pay minimal taxes, would therefore 
not be affected as much . 
This would shift tile burden to taxpayers 
who. already bear sixty per cent of higher 
education costs and includes the college-age 
population of whic half do not attend 
college. The question becomes how much and 
to what extent should Fred Factory Worker Of. 
Sally Secretary support Joe Business Major 
and Jeane Political Science Major. 
Clearly some benefits of higher education· 
accrue to everyone, such as improvements in 
technological research and management 
which could provide for a higher standard of 
living. However, most benefits of a college 
education go to those who receive it. Not only 
does the student receive the knowledge from 
higher education but statistics show he will 
also be more likely to receive greater benefits 
in both salary and position in society in his 
lifetime. 
Although some areas of college study has 
become less marketable, it has become clear 
that those people with any college degree are 
disp'lacing non-college applicants in positions 
below managerial posts. The students in 
Missouri who contribute only 13 .9 per cent to 
the overall cost of their college education 
stand to receive much more in benefits than 
the non-college population which must also 
bear some of the cost burden. 
From a cost-benefit relationship, then, it 
appears that students should bear at least 
some of the increasing costs of higher 
education. However, many students can't 
afford the immediate costs of education 
because benefits in increased wages do not 
come until sometime after graduation. 
One solution is to increase the amount of 
money loaned out to students to offset the 
increased cost of education. The student 
would then be able to receive his or her 
education now and pay for it at a later date 
when they are better able to do so. Increases 
in fees without provisions for financial aid ' 
would price deserving students out of the 
college market. Students and the public at 
large would be worse off for this in the long 
run. 
Marillac purchased at last 
After two years of intensive lobbying by 
twO chancellors and others within the UMSL 
community, the purchase of the Marillac 
property has been finalized. Education 
classes began there during the week and has 
helped relieve some of the overcrowding on 
the main campus. 
What part political considerations played in 
the election year decision is unknown, but the 
44 acre tract of land on Natural Bridge Road 
will provide much needed room for expan-
sion. The seven buildings acquired also 
proved to be a considerable savings for. the 
ut:Uyersity pver the cost of new buildings. 
Whatever shonc~mings Chancellor Arnold 
Grobman's administ'tat!on has had so far the • 
purchase of Marillac will stand as a major . 
achievement. Grobman set Marillac as his top 
priority and its obtainment is a credit to his 
dedication to service UMSL. 
The acquisition of Marillac further enables 
expansion for new programs such as a school 
·of optometry. Overall Marillac should be a 
great asset to the St. Louis community. 
~} 
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Policy·to be . enforced 
Dear Editor: 
The Reserve Department at 
the·· Thomas jefferson Library 
. has reVtse<i" its procedures ·con-
cerriing overdue reserves to pro-
vide for a continual check on 
reserve overdues and higher \ 
fines if ~ particular book is in 
great demand. 
This policy will be strictly 
enforced! 11 All patrons keeping 
a reserve · book past the time 01 
date due will be fined!! Fines 
will appear on both an invoice 
from the Library and a monthly 
statement· sent to the patron by 
the University. A policy card 
including the fine rate and' the 
exact time or date due will be 
place in each reserve book 
checked out. 
It is hoped that this policy will 
result in better access to the 
reserve collection for library 
patrons, and fewer overdue re-
serve books. 
Mushlpl Haddad 
Clegg heeds his dream; 
runs for president 
Teny Mahoney 
Being a " minor candidate" 
for .President of the United 
States is not easy. 
The press tends to overlook 
you, better-known candidates 
seem to avoid forums and meet-
ings to which you have been 
invited, and prospective employ-
ers give you a funny look when 
you tell them what you've been 
doing since you left your last 
job. . 
Billy Joe Clegg knows. A 
47-year-old . retired Air Force 
sergeant who attends Baptist 
Bible College in Springfield, 
Missouri, Clegg is running this I 
year as an independent candi-
date just as he did in 1972. 
He would probably not go 
through all the trouble if not for 
the signs he says he got from 
God. 
This is how he describes his 
first religious experience, the 
one that first got him interested 
in politics: " I retired from the 
Air Force in '68. I never really 
had any serious thoughts in my 
life until one morning at about 
four o'.c1ock. I had a dream. 
, "It wasn't the Martin Luther 
King dream, but it was a dream. 
Normally i don't dream too 
much but this was so profound 
that with my twenty years of 
military experience, I saw that 
this was the answer, the only 
answer, for Vietnam, and I 
jumped out of . bed and wrote it 
down. 
"And it was a way of winning 
. the war in Vietnam, without 
losing American lives, by instil-
ling democracy in the young 
Vietnamese durlt;1g the 
withdrawal process. Now keep in 
mind that this was back when 
we actually had troops over 
there. You see, the Communists 
are working on our young people 
in America. I love our young 
people but the~ are aiding and 
abetting the Communist cause ... 
Since the Communists were 
brainwashing us, the solution 
was to instill democracy in the 
young Vietnamese." 
How would he have done. 
that? " Take a whole battalion of 
young Vietnamese straight out 
of high school , bring them to 
AmericaJ train them in AmeriCil 
next to a major metropolitan 
city ... while they were in Amer-
ica give them a Greyhound bus 
tour of America, let them see 
out democracy in action, have 
them visit Congress, etc., etc." 
Once that was done, a troop 
plane could return them to 
Vietnam where, Clegg says, they 
would now be inspired to fight 
for democracy in their own 
country. Then an equal number 
of American troops could be 
taken home, and the process 
would be repeated until no 
American troops remained in 
Vietnam. 
Clegg describes his dream as 
having been a religious ex-
perience. He had a second 
religious experience last summer 
when he decided to run again. 
"I did receive a sign," says 
Clegg, but " God didn' t come 
down to talk to me. He didn't 
come down and speak to me in a 
voice .. .1 didn't receive a revela-
tion. I don't know if God wants 
me to win, but I do think God 
wants me to try ... " 
Just what kind of sign did 
Clegg, who describes himself as 
" a five-star general in God's' 
Army" get? Precisely the one he 
asked for . 
" I asked Him~-this was in July 
of last year--I asked Him to give 
me SISOO by' the first of August 
And if so I'd take SSOO of that 
and give it to the Secretary of 
Le:tters· 
256 U. 'Ce __ ter , 
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NORML working towards decriminalization 
Thomas TucbJnger 
"No drug is totally harmless. 
But marijuana is not as harmful 
as some drugs that are legal, 
such .as tobacco and alcohol. 
Marijuana is the primary recre-
ational drug for millions of 
Americans , and those who 
smoke it should not have to fear 
arrest," said Dave Bingaman, 
the Missouri Co-ordinator for 
NORML (National Organization 
for ~he Reform of Marijuana 
Laws). 
Bingaman, who has a master's 
degree in Sociology from St. 
Louis University, has been the 
state co-ordinator for about one 
He, like the more than 40 
ceives no money for his 
with NORML. 
"As Co-ordinator, I try to 
increase public awareness of the 
marijuana issue and work toward 
decriminalization, " Bingaman 
said. This effort entails writing 
letters to newspapers, lobbying 
in Jefferson City, distributing 
written information, and placing 
radio advertisements." 
Bingaman, a tall, thin man in 
his late twenties, recently 
opened an office at 1118 Hamp-
ton Avenue in St. Louis. 
NORML was started in 1972 in 
Washington, D.C., by Keith 
Stroup, a Georgetown University 
law school graduate. A $50,999 
grant from the Playboy Foun-
dation was instrumental in help-
ing the organization get on its 
feet. 
Such divergent individuals and 
organizations as the American 
Bar Association, William Buck-
ley, the B'nai B'rith, Ann Lan-
ders, the National Council of 
Churches, the National Associ-
ation for Mental Health, and the 
National Education Association 
have recommended the removal 
of all criminal penalties for the 
private possession and use of 
NORML has about 20,000 
members nationwide, with ap-
proximately 250 of them living in 
Missouri. Dues are 510 per year 
for students and military per-
sonnel, 515 fot others. Prison 
inmates can join free. 
"Smokers, as well as non-
smokers, need education re-
garding the legal implications 
and medical effects of mari-
juana," Bingaman continued. 
"Some non-smokers are still 
affected by the 'dope fiend' 
mythology of the past, which 
portrays users as twisted, 
vicious deviants." 
Bingaman estimates that at 
least 10 per cent of Missouri's 
. pqpulation - about 400 000 
people - smoke grass ''''~iu''''':r 
Marijuana is also called pot, 
reefer, tea, weed, smoke, stuff, 
hemp, herb, and dope. 
Marijuana has been known as 
an intoxicant in various parts of 
the world for centuries. In thf 
United States it was not illegal 
in some states until 1937. Dur-
ing the past few decades, 
especially the turbulent 1960's, 
usage has moved from ghettos 
and minority groups to include 
white, middle-class youths. It 
has only been in the past few 
years, as arrests of white, 
middle-class youths skyrocketed, 
that serious efforts were made to 
decriminalize marijuana. In 1973 
Oregon became the ~t state to 
adopt a modified form of de-
criminalization. 
According to the Department 
of Health, Education and Wel-
fare, 42 per cent of the country's 
population has tried marijuana 
by 1974, the latest year for 
which figures are available. 
"Nearly a half million people 
nationally and ten thousand in 
Missouri are arrested every year 
for possession or sale of mari-
juana," Bingaman said. 
"This costs taxpayers a sub-
stantial amount of money, valu-
millions of dollars of scarce law 
enforcement funds are drained 
~om police budgets." 
Presently NORML advocates 
decriminalization, rather than 
legalization of marijuana. Under 
decriminalization, use of mari-
juana woul4 be discouraged, but 
users would not be subject to 
heavy' fines or jail sentences. If 
legalized, marijuana would be ' 
taxed, controlled, and regulated 
by the government, as alcohol is 
currently treated , and users 
would not be subject to penal-
ties. 
Earlier this year Bingaman 
went to Jefferson City to lobby 
for passage of House Bill 1510, 
which would have made posses-
civil offense punishable by a fine 
of 5100. 
"The rill was not reported out 
of committee," Bingaman said. 
"This is an election year and the 
legislators were afraid to pass 
anything controversial. Two 
other progressive proposals, the 
Criminal Code Revision Bill and 
the Equal Rights Amendment, 
met the same fate. In states that 
have decriminalized marijuana it 
has usually required two or 
three legislative sessions to get 
the bill passed. I'm optimistic 
that the bill will be passed in the 
legislative session that begins in 
January of next year." 
. Eight states, Alaska, Califor: 
nia, Colorado, Maine, Minne-
sota, Ohio, Oregon, and South 
Dakota, have decriminalized pot. 
The penalty for possession of 
small amounts in those states is 
a fine ranging from 520 to 5200 
and no jail terms are assessed. 
"It must be kept in mind that 
this is a serious issue," Binga-
man said. "Kids caught with 
marijuana get thrown in prison 
with hardened criminals, lose 
theiT right to vote, and are 
prevented from entering certain 
professions. 
"Yet it's a known fact that 
certain legislators, judges, law-
yers, doctors, dentists, pharmi-
cists, and policemen smoke 
marijuana. The law is selectively 
enforced and this massive hy-
pocrisy breeds disrespect for our 
legal system." 
Horror stories of harsh prison 
sentences for possession or sale 
of small amounts of marijuana 
are heard less often than in the 
past, but are still encountered. 
In July of this year, Jerry 
Mitchell of West Plains, Mis-
souri, was arrested for selling 11 
grams of grass to an undercover 
rarcotics agent. It was the 
youth's first offense but he was 
sentenced to 12 years in the 
state penitentiary. Later the 
sentence was reduced to seven 
Xears in prison. NORML sent an 
attorney to West Plains to 
handle the case. 
"There have been numerous 
studies regarding the physical 
and mental effects of mari-
juana," Bingaman said. "Some 
were favorable toward usage, 
others weren't. Most studies 
have shown pot to be a relatively 
harmless euphoric agent with 
no lasting harmful side effects. 
It is known that marijuana slows 
motor responses, but beyond 
that not much else is known. 
"Further medical research is 
necessary to determine whether 
there are any negative long term 
side effects," Bingaman said. 
"Som_~esearch indicates that 
marijuana is beneficial in treat-
ing people suffering from certain 
types of cancer, glaucoma, and 
asthma. Numerous doctors 
requested that the Food and 
Drug Administration 'resched-
ule' marijuana so that it can be 
prescribed for their patients. " 
Bingaman said that the long 
term goal of NORML is to see 
marijuana legalized and distri-
buted or regulated by the gov-
ernment or private enterprise. 
"When marijuana is legaV ' 
he said, "NORML will ,"v.nu"u",. 
to exist as a COI~s~lm'~r-lon,enltea. 
organization. NORML 
want grass to become eXI~loiteld. 
by big corporations. The totl,ac<:ol 
..:ompanies are already vn:V ... £JIIIK. 
to enter the marijuana busiDles:s. 
They have set aside 
planting and have 
brand names. But NORML 
rejected their overtures and will 
continue to strive for easil 
accessible marijuana." 
Bingaman predicts , that mari-
juana will be legal in ten years. 
"If Jimmy Carter, who is lead-
ing in the polls, is elected 
president, grass might be de-
criminalized sooner than ex-
pected, Carter is on the record 
as supporting decriminalization 
and his son, Chip, smokes pot. 
The day could be not far 
when you can go to your grocery 
store and buy 
-:asually as you 
.. egetable,' , 
POT HITS THE AIR: Dave Bingaman, M1uoarl Director of NORML 
dJlC1I88eS a feature interview to air lOOn on FrIday Magazine with 
Terry Calvin a member of the KWMU student staff_ [Photo by 
Romondo 
Clegg gets sign from God; decides to run for president 
(contiDued from page 4 J 
• he State of New Hampshire, 
which is a requirement to get on 
the ballot (for the primary)." 
Clegg says that a story in the 
Book of Judges gave him the 
idea of telling God what sort of 
sign he wanted in order to know 
if he was still right in running. 
In the second chapter of the 
Book of Judges, says Clegg, is 
the story of how Gideon was the 
man of the Lord's choosing to 
. save the Israelite nation. Gideon 
told God exactly what sign he 
wanted to prove he was really 
God's choice. . 
But while Oegg is an or-
dained minister and can quote 
Bible passages readily, this re-
porter could find no trace of the 
story of Gideon as he tells it in 
the second chapter Q{ Judges, 
nor in any part of that ~ook. 
But Oegg managed to get his 
"Gideon's gold" as he calls it, 
anyway. He even got it a week 
ahead of schedule. 
He collected it in places like 
Lebanon and Neosho, Missouri, 
.standing on street · corners and 
passiDg out leaflets. 
The leaflets read in part: "I 
am 100 per cent against regional 
government," which is to say he 
would abolish Federal Revenue 
Sharin~ districts, which he feels 
are an mvasion of state's rights.' 
rOam 100- per cent agamst 
pornography," the leaflets con-
tinued. He explained later that 
"it actually created a destruction 
of the mind." 
"I am 100 per cent against the 
National Council of Churches," 
which he feels has become too 
tolerant towards homosexuality . 
Clegg himsel1 is not a member 
of any religious denomination. 
"I feel that God wants to save 
America through me and He 
will. give me the Wisdom of 
Solomon to carry it out.'~ . 
Apparently enough people 
liked where Oegg stood on 
things. One of them was Evan 
Lee Packwood, a fonner lawn 
equipment retailer who is pastor 
of Heaven of Rest Baptist 
Church in Springfield, Missouri . 
Like Clegg, Packwood is 47 
years old. Like Clegg, Packwood 
says that he was saved for Jesus 
Christ while in the Air Force. 
And like Oegg, he is no longer 
a memb~r of any fonnal reli-
gious denomination. 
Packwood phoned Oegg after 
seeing an article about him. "I 
told him about how I felt we 
have b~en blackmailed in our 
school, by . the: Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare, 
and through revenue sharing. 
They (HEW) get the children 
fifl!t of all hooked on Free Love, 
then on dope, then on Com-
munism in many cases." 
Clegg asked Packwood to be 
his runnfug mate. Packwood ac-
.;epted. 
They went on to New Hamp-
shire together, campaigning wjth 
what Clegg had left over ' from 
his "Gideon's gold" and about 
52,500 besides. 
They entered as Democrats, 
since inde~nd~nts are not listed 
on the primary ballot there: 
Each registered as a candidate 
a~ provic\ed. 
Clegg got 177 votes. Pack-
wood says that he got 5,700 
votes. Afterwards, though, the 
official primary results listed 
only 5,267 votes for all "minor 
candidates." . 
Clegg and Packwood see a 
general moral decline as Amer-
ica's greatest problem. "Really 
we are in the Sodom and 
Gonorrah stage in our ideas," 
Packwood says. 
Another major problem is 
Communism. "I don't believe 
there's a Communist under 
every bed," Oegg said during a 
phone interview, "but I d. 
believe that there's one on every 
phone. Maybe there's one lis-
tening in now. I hope so, 
because he might be saved." 
But bad as Communists may 
bee-Packwood says "I believe a 
Communist is a liar from' the 
wor"- 'Go' - the greatest sins 
see~ to be at the hands of 
Capitalists. to According to 
Clegg, "The international bank-
ers use the Communists as their 
puppets to start these wars so 
they can sell a lot of guns. " 
Packwood goes on to blame 
international banking for a num-
ber of other evils which he sees 
as threats to the American way 
of life. Among these are the 
Mafia, Communism, the 
NAACP, and the Equal Rights 
Amendment. 
Packwood feels uncertain a-
bout their real chances of win-
ning. He ventures that they 
might since the country is in 
such a state that one can't tell 
for certain what might happen. 
When asked what he esti-
mated his chances of winning to 
be Clegg said, "Oh, it would be 
a miracle. It would just have to 
be a miracle. I'm not running as 
a protest candidate, I really am 
serious. And if there's a national 
movement--it would have to be a 
national movement--well, who' 
knows, maybe you guys up there 
could start something?" 
.,.. ..,. ~. , ... ~, 
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UMSL: Reflections on an ex- golf·course 
Bev Pfeifer 
"We are subject to the close 
scrutiny of skeptics and of 
supporters, both of whom are 
anxious to see which will be the 
directio'l taken in our first few 
steps. Our first goal must be to 
establish the residence center as 
III institution worthy of being 
allled 'college ' in its own 
right. " 
The University of Missouri-St. 
Louis (UMSL) has come a' long 
way since the above quote 
appeared in the first campus 
newspaper, Tiger Club. 
Indeed, UMSL's growth in the 
fifteen years since its beginning, 
has been almost phenomenal. It 
opened its doors on September \. 
14, 1960, to 215 freshman stu-
dents, four full-time and part-
time faculty members and one 
administrator. The Normandy 
Residence Center, as it was then 
called, was housed in one build-
ing with twelve rooms. By 1963, 
the school was named University 
of Missouri-Normandy Residence 
Center :NUMRC), had a student 
body of 673, 23 full-time and 
nine part-time faculty , and was 
fast on its way to becoming an 
extension of the University of 
Missouri. 
Now the student population 
stands at 11,500 with a faculty 
numbering well over 400. A 
128-acre tract, UMSL was origi-
nally the Bellerive Country Club. 
In 1958, the Club put the 
property up for sale, but be-
cause of 'Zoning difficulties , 
there was only one prospective 
buyer both interested and quali-
fied to buy the land - the 
Normandy School District. 
Ward Barnes, then Normandy 
School Superintendent, proposed 
a S625,000 bond issue to the 
Normandy voters for acquisition 
of the property specifically for a 
junior college. The bond passed 
easily. and a junior college was 
created for area students as an 
alternative to the higher costs of 
education in St. Louis' other 
universities. 
Admission to the college was 
S)5 per credit hour. That first 
year. twenty-four classes were 
offered. Every class, in fact the 
whole campus, was housed in 
the old Administration Building. 
1: 
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Vince Calamia, a student of 
both MUNRC and the present 
UMSL, recalls, "With 200 stu-
dents that first year, there 
wasn't any space or room left 
. unused. There was one _ class-
room way up above the second 
floor. I think it was part of the 
attic area. To get to it, you had 
to go up the fire escape along 
the side of the building and 
climb in through a window - no 
doors , just a window." 
Now the· university utilizes 
'14 buildings on its original-
property and, with the acquisi-
tion of Marillac, continues to 
expand. 
Parking, now as before, has 
always been a problem. In the 
beginning, there was one as-
phalt area where the Jefferson 
Library now stands. It held 
about 150 of the 200 cars at the 
college each day. Late-comers 
had to park in a grass field 
beyond. 
"That was fine in sunny 
weather, but when it rained, 
then the cars were trapped in a 
muddy bog," states Tom Doerr, 
a 32-year-old student who has 
attended UMSL off and on for 
the last fifteen years. 
Calamia recalls fondly, "Some 
of us used to park on Natural 
Bridge Road. One day, a Bel-
Nor policeman put parking tic-
kets on all the cars. On the 
appointed day, we all arrived in 
court. Because of an error in the 
date on all the tickets, we were 
free to go. Ever since then, 
there have been 'No Parking' 
signs in all the surrounding 
areas." 
A library was developed in 
1961 in one corner o{ the 
Administration Building. It in-
cluded 900 volumes and a 
unique set of borrowing rules. 
Fiction could be borrowed for a 
week with a five cent fme for 
each overdue day. Non-fiction 
was borrowed for only one day 
and had to be returned by 
second period. There was a 
twenty-five cent fine for each 
delinquent day. 
Someone once said, "The 
more things change, the more 
they remain the same." True to 
form, the bookstore has been the 
brunt of jokes since its opening 
in 1962. In September 1963 issue 
of the Tiger Cub, the bookstore 
published an article apologizing 
because all the books had ' not 
yet arrived for some · classC's. 
There was an accompanyi~g 
picture of a long line of students 
outside the store and the wor4st; 
"'Students wait in line for books 
for eight hours. They brought 
radios and televisions to occupy ' 
their time; some even played 
cards. " 
Doerr remembers such a situ-
ation well, "Students today 
think the lines are unreasonably 
long. But the bookstore in the 
early_ 60 's was a converted 
classroom. People waited eight 
houx:s just to get into the 
bookstore. Then they waited 
another hour to get checked 
out. " • 
UMSL went through another 
period of growth in 1966. The 
school seal and colors were 
adopted. Thomas Hart Benton 
Hall, the first building on the 
campus after the Administration 
Building , was completed. 
Ground was 'broken . for the 
Thomas Jefferson Library. 
UMSL was coming of .age. 
Social activities also flourished 
in 1966. The first Greek organi· 
zation, Alpha Phi Omega, -came 
to the campus in April. It was 
followed quickly by Alpha Xi 
Delta, Sigma Tau Gamma, Delta 
Zeta, and Sigma Pi. 
Sofef,-:>o.\-"'Bv\ lDW 
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On December 1"7, 1966, 33 
UMSL students decided to have 
an early Christmas party' at an 
abandoned farmhouse in Ball-
win. The police discovered them 
and all students were arrested 
for possession of alcohol by 
minors. The incident gave UMSL 
its first area-wide recognition 
and discredit. The students in-
volved were [laced on a year's 
probation, bu1 the incident was 
soon forgotten and UMSL had 
passed a major test in commun-
ity acceptance. 
Sports have been present at 
UMSL from its opening day -
both contact and non-contact. In 
addition to authorized collegiate 
sports (basketball and baseball) 
UMSL students organized a local 
Intramural football league in 
1964. There were six teams, 
whose names speak for them-
selves - SUDS, NADS, Surfm 
69'ers, J-Boys, Ryan's Rapiers, 
and Team 6. 
With equal seriousness, 
UMSL men and women joined, 
en masses, in the most popular 
non-contact sports - bridge and 
pinochle . According the Cal-
amia, there were two types of 
students - the studious and the 
bridge players. 
"Of course, I was a bridge 
player, just like the majority. 
The few students who didn't 
play cards went to the library. 
They almost ftlled to the fifteen-
person capacity." 
Pinochle developed into a big 
pastime also. Not even a club, 
its players rated a picture in the 
1964· yearbook. 
. A :comp4rison between UMSL 
of 1976 and MUNRC of 1961 
necessarily provides striking dif-
ferences. There are more build-
ings, more students, more clubs, 
and more courses today than 15 
years ago, but there are also 
many subtle changes that have 
occurred over the years that a 
close look at 1961 vs. 1976 
brings out. 
"In 1961, there was one guy 
with a beard. Everyone knew 
who he was because beards 
were unusual then," says Doerr. 
" Women wore only dresses or 
skirts unless it was 10 degrees 
outside. 
"There was no cafeteria. We 
had vending machines in a room 
in the basement of the Admini-
stration Building. No one ate 
there if they could help it," he 
continues. 
Both Calamia and Doerr agree 
that the biggest change in the 
life around campus is the im-
provement in the registration 
procedure. "We had real prob-
lems in the beginning," states 
Calamia. "The school kept 
. changing the requirements and 
not notifying the students of new 
classes. After a couple of years, 
however, it got straightened 
out. " 
contInued on page 10 
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Clergy organize programs 
for students'spiritual health 
Melinda Schuster 
Being a person who students 
can talk to and providing gui-
dance as part of the job of 
campus ministers. 
"I feel that students need 
somebody to talk to. They need 
a friend," remarked Reverend 
Bob Harvey, a Baptist minister 
beginning his ninth year of 
service on UMSL's campus. 
Harvey, with Reverend Dr. 
Donald DeNoon, a Methodist 
minister, Rabbi James Diamond 
and Father Bill Lyons will pro-
vide religious services, plan 
special programs, and offer 
counseling to UMSL students 
throughout the school year. 
Father Bill Lyons, who has 
worked at UMSL for nine years, 
explained that most students 
come to him for counseling with 
problems in personal relation-
ships. He said that one part of 
the relationship spectrum is the 
student's relationship with God, 
wanting to know Him more as a 
person. 
A second part is students' 
interre':ltionships with others, 
and how they can communicate 
the fuUne~s of themselves. 
Father Lyons added that lone-
liness is a common problem. He 
explained that a student may 
suddenly find himself in a crowd 
of 12.000 at UMSL and he feels 
very much alone. 
Rev. Harvey commented that 
during the last couple of years . 
he has had more of a chance to 
talk to students. Harvey has 
found that parents, drugs and a 
search for identity are the prob-
lems for most students. 
There are both similarities and 
differe nces in working for a 
cl-turch and working on a coUege 
c.lmpus. 
F::rher Lyons, explained one 
!.uch difference . A parish is a 
varied neighborhood ministry. 
but at UMSL his ministry h 
•. made up of people about the 
same age instead of people 
living in the same neighbor-
hood." 
Rabbi James Diamond, who 
has worked at UMSL for "five or 
six years" also agrees that there 
is a difference between UMSL 
and a congregation commented 
that when a person works with 
college students • 'you are deal-
ing with people who are at a 
more exciting time in their 
lives. " 
years ago they tutored in the 
inner-city. He explained that if 
students show interest in these 
areas this year, the programs 
will be repeated. 
Father Lyons commented that 
among the scheduled church 
services there will be mass every 
day at Newman House, located 
at 8200 Natural Bridge. Sunday 
evening mass will be at 8:30. 
Faith sharing days , coffee-
houses, and "get acquainted 
days" are additional programs 
scheduled at Newman House. 
Throughout the calendar year 
there is a prayer group every 
Thursday at 8:00 pm. 
Rev. Harvey explained that 
his "key meeting each week is a 
Monday night dinner at 6 pm." 
An informal worship service 
follows around 7 pm. The dinner 
will be held at the Baptist 
Student Union located at 8230 
Natural Bridge. 
Foundation at 726-6177 to find 
out the scheduled programs 
throughout the year. 
Rabbi Diamond will also ·teach 
a series of classes in Jewish 
thought and history and .the 
Hebrew language at UMSL this 
fall. Registration for tlte classes 
is September 9. 
Rev. DeNoon commented that 
since he is new to the campus 
there haven't been any organ-
ized programs developed yet, 
but he hopes to have some plans 
by this fall. He said the probable 
setting for the pro£rams will be 
the Normandy United Methodist 
Church, located directly across 
from the UMSL campus. 
Students who would like to 
find out more about !he classes 
and special programs can caU 
Rabbi Diamond at 726-6177. 
Rev. DeNoon can be contacted 
at 385-3000, Father Lyons at 
385-3455 and Rev. Harvey at 
"You are dealing with people who are at 
a more exciting time in their lives. " 
Kabbi Diamond mentioned 
that although his building is 
located near Washington Uni-
versity, at 6300 Forsyth, "any 
UMSL student is welcome to our 
services." Diamond commented 
that students can caU the HiUel 
383-2456. 
Throughout the year these 
four clergymen will provide op-
portunities fQr students to be-
come involved in the religious 
services and fellowships that 
exist at UMSL. 
POLLY WANTS TO PETITION: Instead of asking for a cl'1ICkel' this 
parrot asked for a COUl'Se card for his master during free petitioning 
days. [Pboto by Tom Pierce] 
THROUGH THE MAGIC DOOR: Jen:y Leysbock, a tom guide for 
student orientation, prepares to take a group of freshmen into the 
old Administration Building. [Pboto by Romondo Davis] 
Stud'ent to marathon 
for Jerry's kids 
It's going to be a lo-o-ong 
Labor Day weekend for Dan 
Fetsch of 6214 Bermuda Lane, 
Normandy. 
The longest part will be the 
marathon, non-stop 21 \I:z -hour 
work session Fetsch puts in 
helping producers of the 11th 
annual Jerry Lewis Labor Day 
Telethon . at the Hotel Sahara in 
Las Vegas, 
The 20-year-old junior eco-
nomics major at UMSL is repre-
senting his university and his 
fraternity, Pi Kappa Alpha. He 
earned distinction because I the 
56-member chapter at UMSL 
raised the money for MDA' s 
research and service programs 
this past year with a bed race, a 
dance marathon and other bene-
fit events. Fetsch will take over 
as Pi Kappa Alpha chapter 
president this fall. 
The biggest part will be when 
Dan steps in front of the 
television cameras himself, be-
fore a coast-to-coast audience, to 
present Jerry Lewis with a check 
for more than 516,000 to help 
the work of the Muscular Dys-
trophy Association (MDA). 
As well as his appearance on 
camera, Fetsch will join 20 other 
high school and college repre-
sentatives at the Telethon in 
working behind the scenes non-
. stop as aides to the show's 
producers. 
The benefit Telethon will be 
seen here on KSD-TV, Channel 
5, starting at 10:30 pm Sunday, 
Sept. 5, and ending at 5:30 pm 
Monday. Sept. 6. 
He thinks that coUege stu- . 
dent feelings and ideas are "up 
for grabs." while the adults, in 
a congregation, have already 
made up their minds about God WOULD YOU LIKE TO JOIN OUR FRATERNITY?· 
.and religion. . 
Rev. Dr. DeNoon, who came 
to UMSL in July, has already 
discovered that there are the 
"same kind of needs and 
questions about life" at UMSL 
as in a typical congregation. 
He has also discovered one 
big difference. He commented 
that when a minister goes to a 
new church the people are there 
waiting for him. On a coUege 
campus the minister has "to 
develop a church." He hopes 
that in time he can establish a 
fellowship with UMSL students. 
Often a fellowship can be 
created through the special pro-
grams and church services that a 
minister organizes. 
Father Lyons explained that 
last year 300 to 400' students 
were reached through the pro-
grams and services at the New-
man House. "One example of 
the special programs we offer is 
a retreat to a camous monastary. 
"Thirty students made the trip 
last year," stated the priest. 
Rev. Harvey added that last 
year UMSL students worked at 
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Student group well recieved 
throughout St. Louis 
It began as just a public 
relations type of show to get 
people to know that UMSL was 
here and is doing something for 
the community. ' 
It wasn't long, however, be-
fore the Travelin' .Medicine 
Show, composed of seven people 
in the UMSL community, had 
developed "A Salute to St. 
. Louis" into a bright, entertain-
ing 90 minutes of musical med-
leys. 
Rehearsals for the show began 
in mid-July. The first two shows 
were presented fifteen days later 
at UMSL in the J .C. Penney 
Auditorium. From those shows 
the group recieved thirteen calls 
for booking. "There was just not 
enough time to do all the shows 
people wanted us to do," stated 
cast member Richardson, "since 
the shows had to be finished by 
the end of August. We ended up 
taking two bookings at Plaza-
Frontenac, two at West County 
Mall, and one each at Grand-
view Shopping Center, South 
County Mall, and back at 
UMSL." 
Mike Dace, a graduate stu-
dent, is director of the show and 
is, as well, a performer. 'Ierrye 
Freeman doubles as the choreo-
grapher and show member. Bob 
Richardson, Jim Hammes, Mar-
got Cavanaugh, and Terry 
McCarthy round out the cast, 
with Jerry Leyshock as the 
pianist. 
The show itself was broken 
into five distinct sections, each 
dealing with a differenct aspect 
of the St. Louis area. The first 
set included songs based on the 
theme of "Meet Me in St. 
Louis." McDQnnell Planetarium 
'was the focus for the second 
part with songs like "When You 
Wish Upon a Star," "I Only 
Have Eyes For You. " and "Over 
the Rainbow." 
WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? Students display concern and concentration as they register for 
their fall classes. Added confusion was caused by the presence of the new Administration Building. 
[Photo by Romonda Davis) 
The show was made possible 
by a monetary gift from the 
UMSL Alumni Association. 
Kathy Head, the Alumni direc-
tor, handled the publicity for the 
show and booked all the perfor-
mances. The third part was devoted to 
the Hill in South St. Louis and 
was highlighted with "The God-
father's" theme, "Speak Softly 
Love." "Old man River" , 
"Birth of the Blues", and a -
group effort featuring pianist 
Leyshock, "I Love a Piano" , 
headlined the fourth set about 
the Riverfront. 
Show tunes abounded in the 
fast medley dealing with the 
Municipal Opera. "Sound of 
Music," and "Hello Doly" were 
two of the songs. 
"The whole experience was 
really enjoyable. One thing ' that 
impre~sed me about the group 
was that with so few people, we 
were still able to cover all voice 
parts and blend together well, 
commented Richardson. • 'Curt 
Watts did a fantastic job on the 
sets and that added a lot to the 
show's dimensions. " 
The group did so well that 
there is serious discussion of the 
co'ntinuation of the shows next 
summer, with additional booking 
being planned. 
"A Salute to St. Louis" will 
be performed for the last time 
.his summer on September 6 at 
South County Mall. Admission is 
free. The program will provide 
an interesting addition to an 
afternoon of shopping. 
,-------,., 
M~ DORM 6'( I-I'ISELF, RCN 
SHE HAD 5I\ID . "I'LL 1310 
PEf(FECT LY $HFE!" 
c'IttW, DM1MIT. ANSWER_ •• • 
HELi.O? POL. 'CE1' YEA"' .. , UM ' 
PAROON MV MRAN(JIII , BuT ••• 
NOW CIILI'1 "OWI)I ,YOUI.,I6 
L.AOV, WHEN£" DIP YOU S/,\Y 
AN'i ()T~6N N'GoHT , FR£SH MAN 
00,.,.1> 81-1'CK M,C,>iT H'''''' 
The Program of 
the Year isn't on . 
TV. 
It's in the Air Force 
ROTC. 
Look into Air Force ROTC. And there are 4-year, 3-year, or 2-year 
programs to choose from. Whichever you select, you'll leave college with a 
commission as an Air Force officer. With opportunities for a position with re-
sponsibility ... challenge ... and, of course, financial rewards. and security. 
The courses themselves prepare you for leadership positions ahead. 
Positions as a member of an aircrew ... or as a 'rT}issile launch officer ... posi-
tions using mathematics ... sciences ... engineering. 
Look out for yourself. Look intotheAirForceROTCprogramson campus. 






Person to do stock work and 
inventory control part-time 
afternoons and Saturdays. Call 
Larry Kirchner. 427-2267 
••• 
UMC Semester Abroad (Now in 
its twelfth year) 
England and France/ UMC credit 
Departure about January 15, 
1977. 
$1600 (subject to change) 312 
Hill Hall UMC Columbi 65201, 
314-882-7693 
or at UMSL, see 
Michele McGrath, 261 S~B. 
$250 . ... . ./Stuffing 1000 Envel-
opes: HOMEWORK: GUARAN-
TEED! Companies Need You. 
Details: ! 1, Self-addressed, 
stamped envelope: 
Johnson-9z217, 258 Atwood, 
Pittsburgh, PA. 15213. Please, 
NEVER FORGET to include my 
reference number' .e., the num-
ber immediately after my name 
(hy-phena~ed), in all future cor-
respondence. 
Free tutorial help in 'Math and 
Chemistry up to Junior level. 
Call 423-3549 after 5:00. 
Undergraduate Assistant. Back-
ground Required: several philo- • 
sophy course. Exam grading and 
(·ther duties. About 10 hours per 
week. Apply Philosophy Depart-
ment or call 453-5631. 
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AroundUMSL 
SepteDiber .2,. 8 
·T .hursday 
MEETiNG: The UMSL Senate 
will hold a meeting at 3:15 pm 
in room 78 J.C. Penney. 
BOOKPOOL: The APO Book-
pool will be held from 10 am 
until 2 pm in room 227 SSB. 
REHEARSAL: The University 
Players will have a rehearsal at 
12:30 in room 105 Benton Hall. 
Friday 
BOOKPOOL: The APO Book-
pool will be held from 10 am 
until 2 pm in room 227 SSB. 
FILM: "The Wind and the 
Lion" wiII be shown at 8 pm in 
room 101 Stadler Hall. Admis-
sion is S.75 with an UMSL ID. 
REHEARSAL: There will be a 
rehearsal for the Black Student 
Clloir at 5:30 pm in room 112 
Lucas Hall. 
CAMPUS SERVICE: The 
Snack Bar is opened from 7 am 
until 4 pm. Marillac Food Ser-
vice is opened 9 am until 4 pm. 
On Friday the Library's hours 
are 7 am until 5 pm. The 
Bookstore is opened 8 am until 
4:30 pm. 
The Fun Palace is opened 
from 9 am until midnight. 
REHEARSAL: The University 
Players will have a rehearsal at 
12:30 in room 105 Benton Hall. 
PARTY: There will be a dance 
and pool party at University 
Center and the outdoor pool 
from 8 pm until 12 pm. 
MEETING: There will be an 
informal meeting for voice stu-
dents at 1:30 pm until 3 pm in 
room 100 Clark Hall. 
The 
BUGG LAKE: KWMU will 
provide music down by Bugg 
Lake at 10:30 am. 
KWMU: An exclusive inter-
view with Crosby and Nash will 
be broadcasted at midnight on 
KWMU (radio 90.7 FM) Mid-
night til Morning Show. 
. ThIs Is the last day that 
graduate students can enter a 
course for credlt. 
Saturday 
FILM: "The Wind and the' 
Lion" will be shown at 8 pm in 
room 101 Stadler Hall. Admis-
sion is S.75 with an UMSL ID. 
CAMPUS SERVICES: Stu-
dents may use the Library on 
Saturday from 9 am until 5 pm. 
The Fun Palace is opened from 
noon until midnight. 
The Multi-Purpose building 
and indoor pool will be opened 
from 1 :30 through 5 pm. 
REHEARSAL: The University 
Players will have a rehearsal at 
12:30 in room 105 Benton Hall. 
A& W announces: 
Buy any TEEN BURGER at regular pnce _ 
get a second one FREEl Creat for two 
headed guys. or bnng a friend or Just a btg 
appetite' Our TEEN BURGER IS a 
sensallonal combinahon of a Big Beef 
Patty, Super Sauce, Bacon and Cheese. 
plus the tnmmlngsl 
"I~ TI1 IS ~'E OF 
'/I}) MEC; SAG E F' I..J"\S J 
. ~~ I r IS REFRESH I NG 
/~~ ,0 SEE A. CO~EDY 
TH ~ 'r txJi:.'5 tiT 
EVEN t..TTEM?r TO 
~AKi. SENSE ~I 
-TIME 
" " PRoJ=CUND J THOU<1HT-@~J~Ti~ 
REHEARSAL: The University · 
Players will have a rehearsal at 
12:30 in room 105 Benton Hall. 
MEETING: Beta Sigma will 
hold a meeting at 6 pm in room 
72 J.C. Penney. 
MEETING: Pi Kappa Alpha 
will hold a meeting at 7 pm in 
room 78 J.C. Penney. 
MEETING: Tau Kappa Epsi· 
Ion will hold a meeting at 6 pm 
in room 229 J.C. Penney, -
CAMPUS SERVICES: The Li-
brary will be opened 1 pm 
through 9 pm. The Fun Palace 
hours are 2 pm through 10 pm. 
The Multi-Purpose Building 
and the indoor pool will be 
opened on Sundays from 1:30 




CAMPUS SERVICES: Monday 
through Thursday the Snack Bar 
will be opened from 7 am 
through 3 pm. Cafeteria hours 
are 11 am through 1:30 pm 
Monday through Friday, ) 3 pm 
through 9 pm Monday through 
Thursday. Marillac Food Service 
is ppened from 9 am until 7 pm 
Monday through Thursday, 
The Library will be opened for 
students to use Monday through 
Thursday from 7 am until . 11 
pm. 
Students may purchase items 
in the Bookstore from 8 am until 
8:30 pm Monday through Thurs-
day. 
The Multi·Purpose Building is 
opened from 9 am until 6 pm. 
Students may use the indoor 
pool from noon until 2 pm 
Mondays through Fridays, ' 
The Fun Palace is opened 
Monday through Thursday 9 am 
until 10 pm. 
REHEARSAL: The University 
Players will have a rehearsal at 
12:30 in room 105 Benton Hall. 
Contact ~e1Ls 
'l*arers OILly-
NOW IN UMSL BOOKSTORE CANDY SHOP 
IN THE UNIVERSITY CENTER 
Allergan LlaUIFILM WETTING Solution 2 oz. $1.65 
CLEAN N' SOAK Soaking 4 oz. $1.70 
LC·65 CLEANER % oz. $1.35 2 oz. $3.00 
TOTAL AII-in-one Solution 2 oz. $1.60 4 oz. $2.20 
LlaUIFILM TEARS % oz. $1.75 . 
PREFRIN LlaUIFILM eye drops 2/3 oz. $1.75 • 
BLINK N CLEAN % oz. $1.25 
LlaUIFILM FORTE 1 oz. $2.75 
PRE·SERT % oz. $1.75 
SOFLENS ENZYMATIC CLEANER (tablets) 
12 tablets $2.50 
24 tablets $3.75 
48 tablets1mill) $7.00 
~C~ CJhesePl1ces 
*Not for contact lens wearers only. 
MUSICAL: "Salute to St. 
Louis" will be presented by the 
Travelin' Medicine Show, an 
UMSL -student group, at noon at 
the South County Shopping Cen-
ter. The student performance 
will portray the Riverfront, the 
1904 World's Fair, the Munici-
pal Opera, the Hill and McDon· 
nel Planetarium through song 
and dance. Admission is free. 
Tuesday 
BOOKPOOL: The APO Book-
pool will be held from 10 am 
until 2 pm and 5 pm to 8 pm in 
room 227 SSB. 
MEETING: There will be a 
meeting concerning the Con-
tinuing Education/Extension 
program at 3 pm in room 126 
J.C. Penney. 
CAMPUS SERVICES: On 
Tuesdays and Thursdays the 
Multi-Purpose Building and the 
indoor pool will be opened from 
6:30 until 9 pm. 
Wednesday 
BOOKPOOL: The APO Book-
pool will be held from 10 am 
uDtil 2 pm and 5 to 8 pm in 
room 227 J .C. Penney. 
MEETING: The Continuing 
Education/Extension Staff will 
hold a meeting at 1 pm in room 
121 J .e. Penney. 
REHEARSAL: The University 
Players will have a rehearsal at 
12:30 in room 105 Benton Hall. 
KOFFEE KLOTCH: The 
Evening College Council will 
have a " Koffee Klotch" at 4:30 
on the third floor in the Lucas 
Hall Lobby. 
Reflections 
[continued &om page 6] 
One of the changes which 
affected students of the late 60' s 
was the discontinuing of the 
yearbook. As the population 
continued to expand, campus 
administrators decided it was 
unprofitable to print a yearbook. 
Students of the day protested 
loudly in the newspaper and 
classes. But the fervor vanished 
by the next semester and UMSL 
students of today don't question 
the lack of a yearbook . 
• 'In any institution which looks 
back upon so short a past and 
faces so rapid a pattern of 
growth and change, each year 
brings its own unique develop· 
ment. " So read the epilogue to 
the last UMSL yearbook. 
Ward Barnes sums up UMSL 
expansion in a few words, '''We 
began with a dream and saw it 
materialize. Then it developed 
into something so fantastic that 
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Hewlett--Packard wrote the book on 
advanced pocket calculators. 
And it~ yours free! 
Hewlett~Packard built the world's first 
advanced pocket calculator back in 1972. And 
led the way ever since. 
If you're about to iRvest in your first 
pocket calculator-one that will serve you 
through college and beyond -you'll need all 
the information you can get to make a wise 
decision. That's why Hewlett~Packard's put 
together an objective, informative 24~page 
guide entitled, "What To Look For Before You 
Buy An Advanced Calculator:' And it's 
yours - Free! 
In it you will find such helpful informa~ 
tion as: A survey of types of calculators 
available; Programming; Logic systems~ Appli~ 
cations; Functions; Features; Construction; 
Accessories; Memory; Service and much, 
much more. . 
Get your free copy of "What To Look 
For Before You Buy An Advanced Calculator:' 
at your campus books~ore or telephone 
800-538-7922 (in Calif. 800-662-9862) 
toll~free for the name of your ne?rest dealer. 
HEWLETT.PACKARD 
PRESENTS 
THE FIRST FAMILY OF 
ADVANCED CALCULATORS. 
HP.21 Scientific. 
New low price. $80.00* 
The HP~ 21 makes short work 6f the 
technical calculations even s~called "non~ 
technical" courses require. Lf you need a cal~ 
culator for more than imple arithmetic 
-this i5 it - especially at it new low price. 
• 32 built~in function and operation . 
• Addres able memory. 
• Performs all standard log and trig functions 
(in radians or degrees). 
• Performs rectangular/polar conversion, 
register arithmetic and more. 
• Two selectable display modes: Fixed point 
and scientific. 
• Lowest~priced HP Sc~entific calculator. 
HP.22 Business Management 
$165.00* 
The HP~22 easily handles the kinds of 
calculations you face in business courses today, 
in management tomorrow. Breeze through 
business math calculations. Build existing 
statistical data into reliable forecasts . If you're 
going into business administration, this is 
the calculator for you. 
• Combines financial. mathematical and 
statistical capabilities. 
• Performs complex time~value~of~money 
computations including interest rates. 
• Performs rates of return and discounted 
cash flows for investment analysis. 
• Performs extended percent calculations, 
accumulated interest. amortization. etc. 
• Ten addressable memories. 
• Full decimal display control. 
HP.25C Scientific Programmable 
with Continuous Memory. 
$200.00* 
The HP~2SC is our keystroke program~ 
mabie. It can solve automatically the repetitive 
problems every cience and engineering 
What to look for before you buy .. 
advanced calculator.. . 
·Sugge,sled retail price, exdud:ng applicable stale and local laxes- Continental U.S., Alaska and Hawaii. 
616129 
. student faces. What's more, its Continuous 
Memory capability lets you retain programs 
and data even when it's turned off. 
• Continuous memory capability. 
• 72 built~in functions and operations. 
• Keystroke programmability. 
• Branching, conditional test and full editing 
capability. 
• Eight addressable memories. 
• We also offer the HP~2S, {without the Con~ 
tinuous Memory feature} for $14S.00~ 
HP.27 ScientificlPlus 
$200.00* 
The HP~27 is for the science or engineer~ 
ing student- whose course work extends into 
business administration. The reason: It 
features every pre~programmed scientific 
function we've ever offered, plus comprehen~ 
sive stat and financial functions. That's why 
we've dubbed it our ScientificIPlus. 
• 28 pre~programmed exponential, log and 
trig functions, 15 statistical functions, 10 
financial functions- 53 in all. 
• 10 addressable memories-20 memories 
in all. 
• 6 selective clearing options give you flexible 
use of memories. 
• Fixed decimal, scientific or engineering 
display formats. 
HEWLETT jp PACKARD 
Sale and ""rvice (rom 172 o((ic~"S in 65 countries. 
Dept. 658G , 19310 Pruncridge Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014. 
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Since this is the first issue after a long SU"fmer concert season, \ 
the UMSL Current wishes to present a pictorial essey of a few 'of these co~certs. 
(Photos by Romando Davis and Eric Nelson) 
~ _____________ ~Ihakc~andhlowdry 
**********************************~********* 
BECOfvlE A COLLEGE CAMPUS DEALER 
Sell Brand Name Stereo' Components at lowest 
prices. High profits; NO INVEST~1ENT RE~UIRED. 
For details, contacts FAD Components, Inc. 
20 Passaic Av.e., Fairfield, New Jersey 07006 
Ilene Orlowsky 201-227-6884 
********************************************* 
$5.00 get the s(yle 
cut you' want 
without the ripoff price . 
for both men 
and lAwmen 
DR KDALE 
7805 CIa ton -Road 727-8143 
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Jericho"s entertainment attracts wild crowd 
Jericho'. Westport Plaza 
Singles, watch out! Jericho's 
can be a . wild and woolly place 
for unescorted females and 
males. It reminded this reporter 
of the East Coast cliche for 
singles bars - "the meat mar-
don't ask for your change back, 
you won't get it. 
There is a lot of seating space 
in the form of armchairs and 
tables, a few coul'hes. This 
reporter has visited Jericho's 
several times, however, and 
noticed that it is always at 
"standing room only" very early 
in the evening. 
The dance floor is down from 
who can be rude, uncouth, and 
downright obnoxious. It's much 
more pleasant for a WOIllf"D to 
check out Jericho' s with a date 
or friends than alone. There are 
some inconsiderate dancers who 
\ 
monopolize the floor space 
trample one's toes. There are 
also "straphangers", who stand 
around tables and use your drink 
for an ashtray as if you didn't 
st.louis night lile 
ket. " There is a strong aura of 
the hunt here, of men and 
women on the prowl for hot, 
brief encountbrs. The 
atmosphere is hungry! 
Jericho's attracts a young, 
mixed; single crowd, aged 
roughly 21-35, with a few white-
haired grandpas thrown in who 
should know better. They do 
check ID's carefully, but have 
been known to allow entry to a 
person with an UMSL ID to back 
up their driver's permit. There 
is no cover charge or minimum. 
The dripks here are moder-
ated!y priced at about 5.80-51.20 
acquired from circulating wait-
resses or from the bar. 1f you 
the bar, circular, fair-sized, with 
strobe lights which are used 
sporadically. 
At this time, Jericho's is a 
very popular place, and is al-
ways packed full. To reach the 
dance floor, in the back, is a real 
struggle (punctuated by occa-
sional pinches on the posterior). 
The dancing is fine -- most 
people do come to dance as 
much as to catch someone, and 
there is rarely excess space on 
the floor. Few people play 
wallflower. 
The only negative aspect that 
this reporter (female) found was 
'the attitude of many men there, 
exist. 
The music is at present a good 
mixture of disco, soul, and rock. 
Weekends see dee-jay from 
KKSS radio (usuarly Scotty law-
rence) enthroned in the control 
booth. 
In short, Jericho's can oe an 
enjoyable evening if one is 
looking for (a) a good time 
dancing with strangers or (b) a 
good ti~e dancing, etc., with a 
friend. J~st be -forewarned and 
forearmed, that the atmosphere 
is heavy with horny tension and 
bottom-pinching! 
tinu are cordially inuited to' inuestigate 
intO" nne of those rare opportunities. mhere .. 
a cnmmnn, nrdinary, eueryday persnn, 
can jnin a strong, dynamic force 
nn tinut campus to' gain that ualuable 
, 
experience that mill help you embark on your 
.. 
career In ......... 
ties i -ihis is for the IBISl {nrrtnl 
that amard minning student nem ~paper 
and. 
me need th~ staff to' keep us the milA me are!' 
Come up to 256 U. Center at any time to accept your 
PERSONALLY ENGRAVED invitation to become one of the 
most respected 'and sought-after writer, photographer, ad tech 
(or whatever) on campus. 
ST. WUIS: A nJght life review. 
EdItor's Note: 
This week the UMSL Current 
has begun another regular fea-
ture, for the information of the 
students. This article features a 
comment on an entertainment 
spot in the St. Louis area, such 
as night clubs, discos, and other 
places for the average student to 
enjoy on a weekend or an 
evening where there seems to be 
nothing happening. 
The article is written by any 
interested student on a place 
that ha not been reviewed 
~efore, and ' will be printed as 
tbe need arises. 
DPDL wins victory 
for students' good taste 
Hugb LevIU 
Ordinarily, the new little "Dr. 
Pepper" labels on vending ma-
chines in UMSL classroom 
buildings would go unnoticed. 
But the campus has a 'group 
that not only noticed the ad-
dition of the soft drink, but is 
claiming it as a •• victory for 
students' good taste." . 
The UMSL-based Dr. Pepper 
Defense Lt:ague calls the move a 
"partial triumph in our crusade 
to defend students' good taste." 
UMSL students have been 
hearing 'such hyperbole from the 
DPDL since its inception last 
spring. It consists of a group of 
students who wanted to see the 
soft drink re-installed at UMSL 
after it was removed last Feb-
ruary,. 
Dr. Pepper was removed when 
it was outbidded· by the Coca-
Cola Corporation. Coke replaced 
the drink with Mr. Pibb. 
"We saw the removal of Dr. 
Pepper as a direct attack on 
student rights ," said DPDL 
cafeteria, we banded to.2eth~r." 
•. Pibb was unacceptable," 
added DPDL Vice-President 
Walt Jaschek. " We were out to 
show that a large company 
couldn't dictate behavior simply 
because of its power and 
wealth." 
" Our original move was to 
check sales of Pibb to show that 
it was inferior," said McMullan. 
"We're still moving along those 
lines, but the addition ' of Dr. 
Pepper into vending machines is 
a great minor victory for us." 
"At least we can get Dr. 
Pepper somewhere on campus," 
said Jaschek. "We won't ease 
up on this issue, but now the 
DPDL has more time to devote 
to our other concerns on cam-
pus. " 
Meanwhile, students are in-
nocently passing by the Dr. 
Pepper labels on campus vend-
ing machines - unaware of the 
" boiling controversy," in the 
DPDL's words , behind its 
pre:oence. 
D.P.D.L.: Bm McMullan, President, give. a proud look after new. of 
victory. [Pboto by Romondo Davls1 
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'Tenant' cliche ridden 
Jane HarrIs 
Roman Polanski creates vivid 
experiences through filmS. His 
direction helps the viewer 
sharply sense the experiences of 
his actors. Polanski's "The Te-
nant," was directed extremely 
well for the most part. 
However, some directing 
techniques, used t9 create eery 
or scary ~ensations, were overly 
cliche ridden, and 
earlier.) Polanski's timing on 
viewing different camera angles 
is fast, which produces the 
necessary confusion. 
In addition, physical action 
helps provide confusion as the 
tenant is often walking, going up 
and down stairs, and seen going: 
from place to place. The vi~wer, 
also becomes disoriented. The 
of 
-
ELECl'RIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA: Concert pnt on by Reggae Ltd., appeared Aug. 25 at Klel. 
Aceompanled by Mahogany Rush as the back.upgrolip, E.L.O. 6nlshE!d with their traditional RoD 
over Beethoven. [photo by ErIc Nelson] -
much in the style of the often-
copied Alfred Hitchcock. For 
instance, before the main char-
acter rents the room of a girl 
who has committed suicide, we 
see him enter the apartment 
building via a thick door. 
reality. Polanski never preaches 
to his audience about mental 
illness. He lets them experience 
the horror through grotesque 
confusion of the tenant. 
'Iliumiliatus:'a trilogy 
Kean Thomas 
muminatusl by Robert Shea 
and Robert Anton Wilson, Dell 
Publishing, 1976 
An inside joke or the lunatic 
fringe? Perhaps a lunatic joke or 
the inside fringe. 
Actually, "muminatusl" can 
be described in a number of 
ways. The jacket notes cite the 
influences of Vonnegut ad Cas-
tenada but this trilogy is more 
trippy than both. Dylan's "Ta-
rantula" comes to mind, albeit 
in a different vein and less 
cohesive style. It's acid-trip 
stream-of-consciousness and 
highly structured literature. Real 
and unreal. 
"muminatusl" is a three-
volume work. The authors had 
originally intended it as a single 
package . but the publishers 
deemed it unmarketable as such. 
After axing five-hundred pages 
and dividing the remainder by 
three ("The Eye in the Pyra-
mid", "The Golden Apple", and 
"Leviathan") it was cleared for 
print. The original concept, 
however, is not lost and its in-
sightful lunacy remains intact. 
Conspiracy paranoia plays a 
large role in "muminatusl" The 
muminati itself is a conspiracy 
dating back to Hassani Sabbah 
in 1090 AD. Revised in 1776 by 
Adam Weishaupt (whose picture 
on the dollar bill is often mis-
taken for George Washington), it 
is the premise of this trilogy that 
the Uluminati yet thrives. It is 
responsible for nothing less 
than; the Kennedy assassina-
tions, rock music, devil worship, 
the Ku Klux Klan, Roman 
Catholicism, the Masons, the 
Black Panthers and a myriad of 
other fronts. Conspirators in-
clude Goether, Beethoven, Nixon 
and Rockefeller. 
Detective Saul Goodman 
stumbles onto the conspiracy 
and a portion of "muminatusl" 
is devoted to his attempts at 
stifling it. His efforts provide the 
reader's first background infor-
mation on the conspiracy but the 
exploits of others involved with 
the llluminati (both past and 
present, here and somewhere 
else) offer the most valuable 
insights of the work. Everything 
from th~ plight of the Native 
Americans to the sexual prowess 
of right-wingers to life in the 
radical underground is explored. 
The early part of the first book 
delivers a description of the 
president (interchangeable with 
any world leader): 
"He was, in fact, characteris-
tic of the best type of dominant 
male in the world at this time. 
He was fifty-five years old, 
tough, shrewd, unburdened by 
the complicated ethical ambigu-
ities which puzzle intellectuals, 
and had long ago decided that 
the world was a mean son-of-a-
bitch in which only the most 
cunning and ruthless can sur-
vive. He was also as kind as 
possible for one holding that 
ultra-Darwinian philosophy; and 
he genuinely loved children and 
dogs, unless they were on the 
site of something that had to be 
bombed in the National Interest. 
He still retained some sense of 
humor, despite 'the burdens of 
his almost godly office, and 
although he had been impotent 
with his wife for nearly ten years 
now, he generally achieved or-
gasm in the mouth of a skilled 
prostitute within 1.5 minutes. 
He took amphetimine pep pills 
'Other Side' is nice 
In making a film of a true 
story, very often much of the 
emotional impact is lost. With 
performances much better than 
mediocre by all inv()lved, how-
ever, "The Other Side of the 
Mountain is a movie that in-
volves and plays upon the emo-
tions of the audience. 
Marilyn Hasset turns in at; 
excellent performance as Jill 
Kinmont, young Olympic hope-
ful. Through intonations, facial 
expressions and gestures, she 
allows the audience to identify 
with the emotions of Jill Kin-
mont, making her more than just 
. another character in just another 
movie. 
Beau Bridges' performance as 
"Mad Dog" Dick Buick compli-
ments that of Ms. Hasset, and 
also transforms words and di-
rection into a sensitive, real, 
individual. 
Although some of the many 
supportive parts could be con-
sidere~ small, actors mix the' 
ingredients of script, technique, 
and direction to come up with 
characters so real that it could 
be a friend or a neighbor on the 
screen. 
The movie follows the struggle 
of Jill Kinmont to become s 
member of the U.S. Olympic ski 
team, and her consequent 
struggle through rehabilitation 
after an accident leaves her 
paralyzed from the shoulders 
down. 
The cynicism, rejection and 
rude curiosity she meets hit too 
close to home for some, by 
revealing a morbid side in all of 
us that we conceal. 
Although the dialogue is a bit 
stilted at times, the production, 
direction and a"cting more than 
make up for this. The scenery in 
some of the sequences is mag-
nificent. All told, "The Other 
Side of the Mountain" is an 
enjoyable film, well worth 
, seein£. 
of lunacy 
to keep going on his grueling 
twenty-hour day, with the result 
that his vision of the world was 
somewhat skewed in a paranoid 
direction, and he took tranquil-
izers to keep from worrying too 
much, with the result that his 
detachment sometimes bordered 
on the schizophrenic; but most 
of the time hs innate shrewdness 
gave him a fingernail grip on 
~ality. In short, he was much 
like the rulers of Russia or 
China." 
"muminatusl is sardonic, sar-
castic, funny, frightening and 
convincingly absurd. There is 
little wonder that it is fast be-
coming a cult item. 
Later, he is walking up a 
winding, .circular stairway. The 
camera angle is focusing straight 
as a stick, up from below. These 
techniques are too noticeable. 
They lose their eery effects just 
by calling attention to them-
selves, creating familiar a comic 
effect. 
Confusion was needed as the 
tenant starts to become schizo-
phrenic (The main character's 
other personality is a woman. 
This personality tries to model 
the woman who committed sui-
cide from the apartment room 
PICK UP 
At the end of the movie, we 
truly feel the main character's 
tragedy. We know his plight. 
We have seen his madness. He 
jumps from his apartment win-
dow, and the schizophreni~ mind 
is still a tenant in the badly 
mangled body on the ground. 
There are some interesting 
parallels in "The Tenant" and 
another recent picture, "The 
Omen." There are a lot of 
photographic similarities, beside 
the obvious one of similarity in 
plot and interpretation. It seems 
that one Hollywood producer has 
to keep up with another, an~ 
one movie studio has to keep up 
with the next. 
This semester's free movie 
Cschedule at the University enter Information Desk 
September 3-4 THE WIND AND THE LION 
September 10-11 THE DAY OF THE LOCUST 
September 17-18 THE PINK PANTHER 
September 24-25 THE RETURN OF THE PINK PANTHER 
October 1-2 THREE DAYS OF THE CONDOR 
October 8-9 NASHVILLE 
October 15-16 THE THREE MUSKETEERS 
October 22-23 THE FOUR MUSKETEERS 
October 29-30 MAHOGANY 
November 5-6 SHAMPOO 
November 12-13 THE FRENCH CONNECTION 
November 19-20 THE DROWNING POOL 
December 3-4 HEARTS OF THE WEST 
Friday Showing 8:00 pm 
Saturday Showing 8:00 pm 
101, Stadler Hall 




The soccer Rivermen, after 
coming out fourth in the exciting 
St. Louis Bicentennial Inter-
national Collegiate Soccer Tour-
nament, now have ahead of 
them what Coach Don Dallas 
calls a "challenge" in the up-
coming St. Louis Cup Match 
against St. Louis University on 
Friday, Sept. 10 at Francis 
Field. 
"We always seem to go into 
the game the underdog, even 
tnough the series is tied 2-2-1," 
he said. "It's a challenge we're 
really looking forward to. " 
It will be the sixth time that 
these teams have met and the 
third time that they have com-
peted against each other for the 
St. Louis Cup. Currently the Cup 
is in UMSL's possession follow-
ing a 4-2 victory over the BilIi-
kens in 1975. 
Commenting on the Bicenten-
nial tournament in which four 
U.S. and four foreign teams 
competed, Dallas said, "It was 
run first-dass and was excellent 
for everyone involved. We got a 
good look at all the boys, so the 
tournament served as a kind of 
spring training. The Quincy 
game was the most exciting." 
UMSL defeated Quincy, always . 
a difficult team for the Rivermen 
to handle, by a score of 3-2. 
Dennis Bozesky's goal gave 
UMSL the victory after Jim Roth 
had scored twice in the first 
half. 
Coach Dallas ranked the two 
Canadian teams as the best in 
the tournament, while labeling 
Caracas Youth Club "a disap-
pointment." The Rivermen de-
feated the other South American 
team in the tourney, MacKenzie 
University of Sao Paulo, Brazil 
by a score of 1-0, and eventually 
finished a commendable fourth 
out of the eight teams that 
competed. 
When asked about players 
who stood out or seemed prom-
ising for the future , Dallas 
remarked, "Jim Roth is doing a 
fine job, as is Mark Buehler, 
Tim Knapp, Jerry. DeRousse, 
and Gary LeGrand in goal." 
Following the Cup Match a-
gainst St. Louis U. , the River-
men play at home against Bene-
dictine on Sept. 12 in the start of 
what promi~es to be an C!xciting 
season for UMSL soccer fans. 
A road ' game at Eastern 
Illinois on Sept. 18 precedes a 
trip to Texas for the Rivermen. 
In Texas, UMSL will meet 
Southern Methodist in Dallas on 
Sept. 2S and North Texas Sta~ 
in Denton on Sept. 26. 
umSL 
UMSL will be at home for 
matches with Xavier (Ohio) on 
Oct. I, Davis and Elkins on/~ct. 
4, Quincy College on oct. 9, 
Rockhurst on Oct. 22, Missouri 
Southern on Oct. 23 and West-
ern Illinois on Oct. 30. The home 
stand will be interrupted for 
road games at SIU-Edwardsville 
on Oct. 13 and Illinois-Chicago 
Cirde on Oct. 16. 
UMSL's final regular season 
game will be on Nov. 3 at 
Washington University . Of the 
two new home opponents, Davis 
and Elkins is a West Virginia 
power that fmished second to 
Quincy in the 1974 NAIA cham-
pionships. Missouri Southern is 
in its first year of varsity soccer, 
after several years of success 
with a club soccer program. 
Coach Hal Bodon's dub team 
was 14-2 in 1975. 
. The Sept. 12 game with Bene-
dictine is the second part of a 
doubleheader. St. Louis Univer-
sity meets Western Illinois in 
the first game. 
UMSL soccer teams have been 
invited to NCAA post-season 
play for four consecutive seasons· 
and won the NCAA Division n 
championship in 1973. 
Dallas, the only head coach 
UMSL has ever had, has never 
suffered a losing season in eight 
years of Riverman soccer. 




Students may register for the courses listed at the Continuing Education - Extension Division . Off ice, Room 213 
J.C. Penney Building . Re.glstrat lon. for courses starting In September closes Friday, September 10. For morb 
Information call Dwight Hafell at 453-5961 . 
PLERSE REGISTER RS SOON RS POSSIBLE 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Golf - September 13 to October 13, 8:00 to 9 :30 am , Mon. & Wed . Fee: UMSL Student and Staff $17, Others $20. 
This course. Is designed for beg inners and golfers with no previous professional Instruction . Students must 
furnish their own equipment. 
. . 
Gymnastics. - September 14 to October 14, 3:00 to 4:30 pm , Tues. & Thurs. Fee: UMSL Students & Staff $17 , 
Others $20. 
A beginning course In floor exercl8e and apparatus, Inclulling the trampOline, rings, parallel bars, uneven 
bars , balance beam , high bar and tha vault . 
TenniS I - September 14 to October 14, 12:15 to 1 :30 pm , Tues. & Thurs. Fee: UMSL Students & Staff $17, 
Others $20. 
This course Is for players at all leyels. Students must furn ish their own equipment. 
Tennis 1/- September 14 to Octobe'r 14,1:45 to 3 ~00 pm, Tues. & Thurs. Fee: UMSL Students & Staff $17, Others 
$20 . . 
Students mus! furnish their own equipment. 
Weight Training - September 13 to NOvemb.er 19, times to be arranged. Fee: UMSL Students & Staff $17 , Other~ 
$20. . 
This Is an Indlvldually prescribed program of Instruction for students interested primarily In strength 
development and physique Improvement. Students will meet with the Instructor on an arranged basis. 
Yoga I - September 14 to November 16, 10:45 am to Noon, Tues. Fe~: UMSL Students & Staff .$17, OUlers $20. 
A beginning class In Hatha Yoga In which. students learn a s.ystem of exercises that uses the functions of 
breath control , stretching, balance, concentration and relaxation to gain a new awareness of their bodies. 
'" . . 
Yoga 1/- September 14 to November 16,12:15 to 1:30 pm . Tues. Fee: UMSL Students .& Staff $17, Others $20. 
An advanced class In Hatha Yoga. Prerequisite - Yoga I or <;onsent of Instructor. 
Swimming I - September 14 to October 14, 10:45 to noon, Tues. & Thurs . Fee: UMSL Students & Staff $17, 
Others $20. 
A beginning class In swimming . 
Advanced Life. SavIng 8 October 18 to November 17, 6:00 to 8:00 pm, Mon" & Wed. Fee: UMSL Students & Staff ' 
$17, Others $20. ... 
An adv.anced course In swimming In which students may earn the Red Cross Advanced Life Saving 
Certificate. 
. . .. . 
Ballet - September 15 to November 17, 6;30. to 7:45 pm, Wed. F.ee: UMSL Students & Staff $17 , Others $20. 
This .course teaches basic ballet steps (Cecchettl Method) and Is offered for beginning and Intermediate 
students. 
.. . 
Ballroom Dance .1 - September 13 to October 13, 9:40 to 11 :00 am, Mon. & Wed. Fee: UMSL Students & Staff 
$17, Others $20. . 
A fun, beginning course In ballroom dance. Students are requested to register with a partner. 
... . 
Bellroom Dance.!1 - October' 18 to November 17, 9:40 to 11:00 am, Mon. & Wed. Fee: UMSL Students & Staff 
$17, Others $20. . . 
An advanced course for students who .have completed Ballroom Dance I or have Instructor's consent to enter 
the class. Students are requested to register with a partner. 
... . 
Disco-Rock - September 16 to November 18, 6:30 to 8:00 pm, Thurs . Fee: UMSL Students & Staff $17, Others 
$20. 
. . . 
Modern Jazz- September 15 to November 17, 7:45 to 9:00 pm, Wed. Fee: UMSL Students & Staff $17, Others 
$m . 
This course Is designed primarily for stu,dents with no background In Jazz dance. 
Judo - September 13 to N'ovember 16, 12:15 to 1 ~ 30 pm, Mon. & Tues. Fee: UMSL Students & Staff $30, Other~ 
$34. . . 
This exciting martial arts course Is designed for students at all levels of performance who deSire an Increased 
level of physical fitness, and a basic knowledge of self defense. 
. . 
SlImnastlcs .- September 14 to November 18,12:00 to 1:00 pm, Tues. & Thurs. Fee: UMSL Students & Staff $30, 
Others $34. . . . 
.A physical fitness class designed to Improve. one's appearance primarily through stretching and moderate 
strength excerclses performed frequently to beat of background music. 
... . .. . 
Scuba I - September 17 to November 19, 7 :00 to 10:00 pm, Friday. Fee: UMSL Students & Staff $30, Others $34. 
A beginning course In scuba dlylng 10 which students may. earn Basic Certification from the .Pro.fesslonal 
ASSOCiation of Diving Instructors. Students must provide their own mask, fins find snorkel after the first four 
weeks of the c;ourse. . 
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ADIOS SENOR! I. what thI. UMSL kicker seems to bt> saying after 
getting by • Mackenzie Unlvenlty Player. The Rlvermen got by the 
BnzlIIan team '1-0 during the recent St. louis Bicentennial 
international CoUegiate Soccer Tournament. [Photo by Doug 
Diekman) 
Speed, defense reasons 
for fall baseball optimism 
Marty MI.how 
With the St. Louis Baseball 
Cardinals just one step above 
the cellar, it seems out of place 
for anyone in this town to be 
optimistic about baseball . But 
UMSL Rivermen coach Jim Dix 
is more than just optimistic, he's 
excited . 
Dix feels good about his 
pitching staff and about the 
defense, but most of all Dix's 
mind keys in on speed. And 
speed is what this year's team is 
all about. 
"We stole 130 bases last year, 
for a school record, but will 
probably steal even more this 
year. We've got some boys who 
can run, " Dix said. As Fall 
practice opened on Sept. lout 
on UMSL's field , Dix had reason 
to be happy about a lot of 
things. 
Back from last season's 27-17 
dub, which got a bid to the 
Regional Tournament, are soph-
omores Larry Benoist, Marty 
Flores, John O'leary, Greg 
Ready and Grayling Tob~as, all 
of whom started as freshmen 
and have gamed maturity in 
their play. Also returning is the 
team's Most Valuable Player 
senior Bobby Bone. Add to that 
list pitchers Brad Brown, Mark 
Lynn and Denny Olsen, and Dix 
becomes even more excited. 
"Our team defense is better, 
over all, and we've got guys who 
can sWing the bat. I'm looking 
forward to an outstanding 
Spring." 
Missed sorely will be Ron 
Tessler, who last year had a 
record-setting 43 stolen bases 
while batting .360. Tessler was 
signed by the Atlanta Braves at 
the dose of the spring season. 
But a long list of blue-chip 
recruits brought the smile back 
to Dix's face. He named off 
All-Metro player Jim Lockett of 
Jennings High School, catcher 
Glen Murphy from Hazelwood 
East High School, and shortstop 
Skip Mason from C.B.C., among 
others. 
"I was really . happy with the 
people we got. We got a bit of 
an increase in our scholarship 
help this year, so we're in pretty 
good shape," Dix said enthusi-
astically. This increase amoun-
ed to S3,25O, to be exact. 
The new Fall baseball pro-
gram is much to Dix' s pleasure. 
This will be the first year that 
the Rivermen will practice 
during the fall. "It's a much 
better opportunity to look at 
players. In the spring when the 
weather is bad, we get nothing 
do·ne. It helps us a lot." 
The prospects of bettering last 
season's record are good, even 
with a rough schedule. The 
Rivermen face their toughest 
schedule in years against such 
powerhouses as Memphis State, 
SIU-Edwardsville, and Arkansas 
State, not to mention St. Louis 
U. , a natural rival especially 
since Dix's brother, Tom, 
coaches the Billikins. 
But Dix remains optimistic. 
He talks again and again about 
speed. And he keeps right on 
smiling. 
Sport instruction to be offered 
Sports and dance instruction 
programs for the fall ~emester 
will be offered at UMSL begin-
ning in mid-September. The 
• weekday programs are spon-
sored by UMSL School of Edu-
cation and Continuing Educa-
tion-Extension offices. 
A to4l1 of 13 sports courses 
will be offered. The activities 
.-' appeal to a wide range of tastes. 
Some of the more popular clas-
ses from last year are again 
being offered, including scuba, 
yoga, and tennis courses. But 
other possibilities include gym-
nastics and slimnastics for the 
body-conscious ind\vidual~ and 
judo and karate for after the 
perfect body is developed. For 
the recreation-minded there are 
offerings in golf and swimming. 
instruction. 
If sports aren't your thing 
then six courses in dance are 
al$o available. These range from 
ballroom dancing to disco-rock 
with ballet and modern jazz it: 
between. 
The sport and dance instruc-
tion program is available to 
UMSL students, faculty and staff 
at a reduced cost. Many of the 
classes can be taken for a fee' of 
S17. This fee is used to cover 
the cost of the instructors, all of 
whom are experts in their cOurse 
areas.. . 
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WELCOME BACK 
sp.ecial 
'buy one Whopper 
geton.e ·free 








Home of the Whopper® 
I ~ i . -P® 
: . , i WITH THIS COUPON 
i BUY ONE WHOPPER i9 
• • 
• 
:. GET ONE FREE . i 
: Our famous broiled beef burger and 
: 
• 
-: all the trimmings 
: LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER i 
: 
: 
, : Redeem at St. Louis 
area BURGER KINGS · I I Offer expires Oct. 31, 197& 
i 
